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Supporting musical development to the highest standards

ABRSM conferences 2012
A series of two-day conferences featuring a 
broad range of practical and thought-provoking 
sessions for instrumental and vocal  teachers 
of all levels

• Birmingham, 22–23 September
• Manchester, 6–7 October
• London, 17–18 November

To find out more and book your place  
visit us at www.abrsm.org/conferences 
or call +44 (0)8456 522511

Seminars include:
• The new ABRSM Piano syllabus
• Theory: views from the examiner’s chair
• Effective practice
• Aural success at the higher grades
• Spotlight on brass

Presenters include:
• Lincoln Abbotts, ABRSM Teaching and 
 Learning Development Director
• Helen Deakin, Educator, ABRSM mentor and examiner
• Paul Harris, Educator and author 
• John Holmes, ABRSM Chief Examiner
• Gary Matthewman, Pianist and ABRSM examiner
• Anthony Williams, Pianist, educator 
 and ABRSM examiner
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S
ince the last issue of Libretto, ABRSM
has been busy publishing new
syllabuses for a range of instruments:

Piano, Horn, E� Horn, Baritone/Euphonium and
Tuba. Fully refreshed and renewed, the new
repertoire lists are available now and will take
effect from January 2013. 

You can read more about these syllabuses
in this issue. On page 8, Anthony Williams
shares his personal favourites from the new
Piano repertoire lists - a selection he
describes as ‘the most varied, imaginative and
motivating you could ask for’. Then, on page 11
we look at some of the changes we have made
to invigorate our Brass syllabuses, while on
page 19 our Chief Examiner, John Holmes,
explores the element of choice in selecting and
preparing exam pieces. 

At ABRSM we believe there is much more to
musical learning than graded music exams,
however. With this in mind, Richard Smith
suggests simple ways to introduce new ideas
and skills into lessons (page 14), and ABRSM’s
Syllabus Director, Nigel Scaife, highlights
some of the wonderful piano duet repertoire
that can help to enrich musical knowledge,
understanding and enjoyment (page 16). 

Alongside such wide-ranging musical
activities, exams have an important role to play
in motivating and rewarding students. So, the
ABRSM team is already hard at work on the
next round of syllabuses, and in 2013 we will
be publishing new repertoire lists for
Woodwind, for use from 2014. As with
everything we do, the aim is to help support 
high-quality music making by providing the
best possible teaching and learning resources.

Guy Perricone
Chief Executive
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ABRSM and the Royal Welsh College of
Music and Drama (RWCMD) are entering

into a new partnership which will create
closer links between the two organisations.
Central to this will be a number of new
ABRSM scholarships to be awarded each
year to Welsh students taking up places at
the Cardiff-based conservatoire.

‘We are delighted to be working more
closely with the RWCMD,’ commented Guy
Perricone, ABRSM’s Chief Executive. ‘These
new awards provide a wonderful opportunity

for us to expand our support for young
musicians.’ Hilary Boulding, Principal of the
College added, ‘We’re excited to be
extending our relationship with ABRSM, 
and delighted that these scholarships will
support a future generation of Welsh
students during their studies at the
National Conservatoire of Wales.’ The 
first students to be awarded these
scholarships will be announced shortly. 
For more information about the RWCMD
visit www.rwcmd.ac.uk.

The latest addition in
our acclaimed

Spectrum series of
books featuring
contemporary pieces
will be published 
in October. 

Spectrum for
Piano Duet is a
collection of 21
newly-commissioned
pieces ranging in
difficulty from Grade
3 to diploma level.

Some of the many
special features of this volume are:
seven duets with an easier Secondo
and a harder Primo part – great for
student–teacher and mixed-level pairs;
a set of six variations on a theme by
Howard Skempton, each by a different
young, up-and-coming composer; 
and three pieces for piano duet 
and soundtrack.

To help bring the music to life 
there is a CD packaged with the book
featuring recordings of all the pieces
performed by Spectrum creator Thalia
Myers with either Timothy Salter or
Edward Liddall. The CD also includes
soundtracks for the pieces written for
piano duet and soundtrack. 

Spectrum for Piano Duet will be
available in October from retailers and
from www.abrsm.org/shop.

News4

New syllabuses for Piano and selected
Brass instruments are now available

online and in two newly-published
booklets. The syllabuses are valid from 
1 January 2013 and include entirely new
pieces for Piano and refreshed and
expanded repertoire lists for Horn, 
E � Horn, Baritone/Euphonium and Tuba.
All other requirements remain unchanged.

We have also produced a range of
related publications and resources to help
support teachers and students as they
prepare for exams. Our Shining Brass

and Principal Horn books contain 
specially-commissioned repertoire for the
revised Brass syllabuses, while books and
recordings of Piano Exam Pieces, and the
Teaching Notes for Piano Exam Pieces are
also available. In addition, our conferences
in Birmingham, Manchester and London
will include sessions on the new Brass and
Piano syllabuses.

You can find all syllabus information at
www.abrsm.org/exams, while publications
and recordings are available from retailers
worldwide and from www.abrsm.org/shop.

To read more about our Piano and Brass
syllabuses turn to pages 8 and 11.

We are once again funding a term of study
at Manchester’s Royal Northern College

of Music (RNCM) for three young teachers.
This year, South African teachers Ilke Lea
Alexander, Justin Sasman and Hayley White
have been selected to take up this unique
opportunity, with ABRSM’s Centenary Travel
Grant fund paying for their flights,
accommodation and tuition. With a focus on
jazz, Ilke, Justin and Hayley will be developing
their skills as musicians and teachers through
a mix of one-to-one coaching, lectures,
workshops and lesson observations. From
September they will also be blogging about
their experiences, and you can keep up with
their progress at www.abrsm.org/blog.

Syllabus update

New scholarships at Welsh conservatoire

South African teachers to study at RNCM

Spectrum
for Piano Duet
coming soon

New scholarships at Welsh conservatoire
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Teachers interested in entering candidates
for ABRSM Jazz exams should look out for

three courses led by ABRSM Jazz examiners
in the coming months. Tim Richards will be

running two courses for piano teachers on
Sundays: at London’s City Lit (4, 11, 18 and 
25 November) and at Leeds College of Music
(3, 10, 17 and 24 March 2013). Jonathan
Enright will be also be leading a jazz course
at Leeds College of Music, for classical brass
and woodwind teachers. This will take place
on three Sundays in March (3, 10 and 17 ).
These courses will cover all aspects of the
ABRSM Jazz syllabus and you don’t need any
jazz experience to take part. At the end of the
course participants will receive a voucher for
a free ABRSM Jazz exam at any grade.

For more information about the City Lit jazz
piano course, email timrichards@ndo.co.uk.
To enrol, contact the City Lit (course number
ME841) at music@citylit.ac.uk or visit
www.citylit.ac.uk/courses/music. For more
information on courses at Leeds College 
of Music, visit www.lcm.ac.uk/short-courses
or email ppd@lcm.ac.uk. 

Anew edition of our 
best-selling guide to

researching and writing
about music will be
available in November.
Fully updated and
revised, this invaluable
reference tool covers everything you
need to know to write effectively
about music, while the companion
website will offer additional advice
and resources. From programme
notes to university essays, Music in
Words is an essential handbook for
writers at all levels. 

Music in Words will be available
in November from retailers and
from www.abrsm.org/shop.

5News

Our recently established International
Sponsorship Fund is one way in which we

are supporting music learning around the
world, and this year our first sponsorship
recipients have been busy putting their
funding to use within their local
communities. The Indian National Youth
Orchestra has used its grant to give 20
underprivileged young musicians a chance to
attend its annual workshops, while in
Jamaica the Providence Heights Community
Band has been able to set up a recital
programme, repair instruments, buy new
ones and pay for professional tuition. 

In Malaysia, we are supporting Musica
Sinfonietta’s five-day ‘camp’ which provides
coaching, lectures and workshops with
professional musicians and teachers, and in

the Philippines the Mandaluyong Children’s
Choir are using their funding to put on
concerts, a competition, workshops and
seminars, and a choral fiesta. 

Finally, we’ve been sponsoring two
schools in Uganda. Through the UK-based
charity Musequality we are supporting the
Tender Talents Magnet School near Kampala,
which provides an all-round education, with a
special focus on music, for disadvantaged
children. Meanwhile, ABRSM funding is
helping the Kampala Music School to
introduce a development programme for
teachers, both at the school and in the
surrounding region.

It’s inspiring to know that ABRSM funds
are helping to encourage and support young
musicians from all backgrounds and from all
over the world. Look out for more on these
stories in the next issue of Libretto.

Early next year we
will be publishing

the latest book in
our Extraordinary
Lives series of
biographies. In this
new volume,
Beethoven scholar
Barry Cooper
offers a fascinating
summary of key moments in
Beethoven’s life. 

Cooper, who recently worked
on ABRSM’s critically-acclaimed
edition of the complete
Beethoven piano sonatas, 
offers fresh insights into
Beethoven’s personality and
motivations while challenging
much of the mythology that
surrounds him. 

In common with the other
books in this series – on Bach,
Elgar, Mozart and Purcell –
Beethoven: An Extraordinary
Life will provide essential
reading for anyone with an
interest in the life and work of
one of the great composers.

Beethoven: an extraordinary
life will be available in early
2013 from retailers and from
www.abrsm.org/shop.

A new look 
at Beethoven

ABRSM reaching out

Music in Words
updated

Learn to teach jazz

Students at the Tender Talents
Magnet School, Kampala

Students at the Tender Talents
Magnet School, Kampala
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News6

IN BRIEF

� New day for 
Theory exam
Teachers in the UK and Ireland
should make a note that the first
Theory of Music exam of 2013
will be held on Tuesday 26
February. We usually hold our
Theory exams on a Wednesday
or Thursday, so this is a change
to the usual pattern. You can
check all dates for UK and
Ireland exams in 2013 at
www.abrsm.org/exams.

� Book now for 
one-day workshops
Our 2012–2013 programme 
of continuing professional
development workshops in the
UK is about to begin, and there’s
still time to book your place. 
We are holding a range of
workshops between October 
and June on: The First Lesson,
The Art of Accompaniment,
Developing Aural Skills, Group
Teaching, Play by Ear, and
Practice Techniques. All are led
by presenters with high levels of
experience and expertise. To find
out more and book your place,
visit www.abrsm.org/cpd.

� Get ready for 2013
New Exam Information &
Regulations booklets for 2013
are now available, in both 
UK & Ireland and International
editions. These invaluable
booklets are packed with the
information you need to enter
candidates for exams and are
available from music shops,
ABRSM representatives and 
by request from ABRSM. 
You can also find the 
complete regulations online 
at www.abrsm.org/exams.

� Scale speeds 
now online
We have created a new 
section on our website which
gives up-to-date recommended
minimum speeds for scales and
arpeggios for the majority of
instruments. We hope this 
will be a useful resource for
teachers as they help students 
to prepare for this important
element of their exams. 
You can find out more at
www.abrsm.org/scalespeeds.

Teachers in the UK can look forward to 
two inspiring courses in 2013. Our next 

Certificate of Teaching (fast-track) course
begins in February 2013, combining the 
CT ABRSM qualification with studies towards
our DipABRSM Teaching diploma. Taught
through a combination of distance learning and
residential study days, the course is for
instrumental and vocal teachers who want to
expand their knowledge and understanding,
develop new skills and reflect on their teaching.

We will also be running our short Teaching
Music Effectively course in London next year.
Aimed at teachers at the beginning of their
careers, Teaching Music Effectively begins 
with a distance learning module, starting in
February, followed by three study days. 

During the course teachers explore a range of
issues: understanding teaching and learning;
ICT; improvisation; group teaching; lesson and
curriculum planning; and music in schools. 

To find out more about these courses 
visit www.abrsm.org/teachers.

ABRSM is partnering BBC
Radio 3 as it broadcasts its

first ever piano season. Over
recent years Radio 3 has
presented seasons focusing on
composers, including Bach,
Mozart and Schubert. However
this is the first time they have
turned the spotlight on just one
instrument – the piano.

The season begins with a live
broadcast from the Leeds
International Piano Competition
followed by six weeks of
recordings and performances by
renowned pianists, past and
present, playing some of the
greatest piano music ever

written. Other highlights include
live concerts, discussions with
experts and late night jazz
programming. You can also
experience an online
masterclass led by David 
Owen Norris, which will explore
the ‘poetry of the piano’.

ABRSM has been involved
behind the scenes, sourcing
experts to advise on all aspects
of piano teaching and learning.
In addition, the season will

feature inspirational recordings
of pieces from the new ABRSM
Piano syllabus.

Radio 3 is also looking for
personal stories for the Your
Call element of their Breakfast
Show. Do you have a musical
memory or story, with links to a
piano piece, which you would
like to share via a short
telephone interview? If so, then
email your story and piece to
Radio 3: 3breakfast@bbc.co.uk.

The piano season on BBC
Radio 3 and BBC FOUR will 
run from 15 September to 
29 October. You can find out
more at www.bbc.co.uk/radio3.

Our 2012 UK conference season is about to
begin with more than 200 teachers

attending our first event in Birmingham on 
22 and 23 September. Alongside sessions on
piano and brass repertoire, Jazz and Theory
exams, and aural tests, teachers can explore
effective practice, creating a curriculum,
improvisation and interpretation, and visit our
new Technology Room. We are also delighted to
welcome Mark Phillips HMI, Ofsted’s National
Advisor for music, as a guest speaker.

Conference places are still available in
Manchester on 6 and 7 October, and London on

17 and 18 November. To find out more and book
your place, visit www.abrsm.org/conferences.

UK conferences underway

ABRSM partners BBC Radio 3 for piano season

Enrolment open for
teaching courses
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Discover ABRSM’s shop: 
everything you need in one place

• Select your exam using our exam music fi nder. 

• View and choose repertoire from us and other publishers.

• Add scales, sight-reading, aural, theory or any other books you need

• Add to basket and let us take care of the rest.

 

To get started, simply visit 

www.abrsm.org/shop

Providing an extensive range of publications, exam materials 
and resources, our online shop offers a straight-forward 
solution to fi nding everything you need in 4 easy steps:
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An early grade highlight
At the other end of the spectrum is one of
my youngest pupils. Having taken Grade 1
last year, he is now preparing for Grade 3.
He has happily (if temporarily, I suspect)
ditched his Star Wars theme for one of my
favourite pieces – In the Bay by Swinstead
(Grade 3, List B). I know that this student
can project a line and his pedalling, even for
a small boy, is really quite advanced so he
will be able to control the legato changes on
the bass notes well. 

Some attractive arrangements
Alan Bullard's cheeky arrangement of
Sullivan's The Policeman's Song (Grade 3,
List C) will also prove popular, I hope. I am
a real fan of arrangements. Although there
is suitable original music for the lower
grades, it’s not always appealing and can be
rather sophisticated for younger students.
Attractive arrangements can motivate
students to practise more technically
challenging repertoire while introducing
them to compositions beyond those of their
own discipline.

An entertaining and refreshing
arrangement is Meet the Flintstones
(Grade 2, List C). It might, I know,
encourage students (or us) to spend too
much time on the cartoon channel, but this
arrangement had to go in.
Teachers of my
generation will love 
it and be practising
their ‘yabba dabba
doos', whereas
students will be
working on their

Syllabus news8

Piano delight
The new ABRSM Piano syllabus is now available. Here, ABRSM Piano
syllabus selector Anthony Williams takes a journey through the
repertoire on offer and highlights some personal favourites.

One of my students recently said to
me: 'I don't want to play that, it's an
exam piece.’ As if setting Pride and

Prejudice for an A level English literature
exam suddenly makes the story dull and
uninteresting. But why should he know 
that ABRSM exam repertoire is the result 
of more than 18 months’ work? A process
that involves playing through hundreds of
composers, collections and submissions 
as well as consulting with teachers to find
those musical gems, old and new, that 
will captivate, motivate and enthuse 
young pianists while developing their
musicianship and technique. A superb
piece was cast aside simply because it
featured in an exam book; his 'prejudice'
had hurt my 'pride'.

But I am a teacher, first and foremost,
and share with other teachers and students
the passion for a colourful, varied,
imaginative and inspiring list of repertoire
that will provide them with wonderful
music to explore. If you can also use it for
an exam, that’s a brilliant added bonus!

There are some truly fabulous pieces 
in the 2013 and 2014 lists; a veritable 
feast of ‘culinary’ delights. There is the 
amuse-bouche, the cordon bleu, the roast
dinner, the sophisticated olive or exotic
fruit and, dare I say it, even the occasional
candyfloss and burger. The breadth of
repertoire covers not only a variety of tastes
but also a defined span of ability within
each grade. In fact, almost every piece has
been chosen with a current or past student
in mind. I’m sure I’m not alone though in
having favourites – pieces which naturally 
excite me and that I know will inspire 
my students.

Highlights at Grade 8
For Grade 8 students, my choice on List C
has to be the Lili Boulanger D'un vieux
jardin. It is unusual, evocative, colourful
and so wonderfully moving when performed
by a sensitive pianist. The imagery drips

from the printed notes and the challenges
of colour, balance and descriptive sense of
line reap huge musical rewards. 

The Skryabin Poème may not immediately
appeal to some but I have a student who I
hope will play it next year – he's interested
in composition and relates instinctively to
pieces a little less tonal. The feelings this
piece evokes with its variety of touch,
articulation and abrupt changes of mood
will test his control but above all I know the
piece will live with him for years to come. 

In List A, I'll be looking at the J. S. Bach
Praeambulum for those with a good finger
facility. It’s a great introduction to the Bach
Partitas and exciting to play. It does require
careful planning of dynamics and
articulation though, and needs a firmly
established three-in-a-bar from the 
start as the opening catches many out! 
By contrast, the haunting and elusive
Shostakovich Prelude and Fugue in D with
its delicate melodic Prelude and nagging
Fugue subject works well with a rather
naïve, simplistic approach. 

Two of Beethoven's early Op. 10 sonatas
feature in List B. Their typical mood swings,
absorbing drama, persuasive lyricism and
inventive, restless development sections
provide a backbone to a musically engaging
list of Classical repertoire. I am also
entranced by the haunting Sonata in 
E� minor by Pinto, an obscure but
wonderful English composer.

‘There is something
here for everyone ... 
a selection of the most
varied pieces you
could ask for’
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control and variety of detached chords
(slightly voiced to the top) with a precise
sense of rhythmic control and dynamic
shape, yet loving every note. And there’s
also Chopin's Wiosna (Spring) on Grade 3,
List B, a rare arrangement of a Polish folk
song – and it’s beautiful. 

Other gems not to miss
A lovely expressive Scarlatti Sonata in 
G minor features at Grade 4 (List A). It is a
very special piece needing musical shading,
subtle balance, a vocal expressiveness and
harmonic awareness, and would make an
excellent contrast to Emmanuel Oriol's 
Ne tirez pas sur le pianiste! (Grade 4, List C)
– a fun rag requiring humour and quite a lot
of control in the left-hand jumps. Then
again, you ignore the seductive Carl Vine
Semplice (Grade 4, List C) at your peril 
as it’s easy note-wise and a joy to play 
and perform.

MacDowell's To a Wild Rose (Grade 5,
List B) never ceases to engage the more
sentimental of students. It’s relatively easy
note-wise, yet challenges abound in the
breadth and balance. Personally I love the
Tárrega Adelita (Grade 5, List B), but I have
a soft spot for Spanish music. I’m also a bit
of a rebel when it comes to choosing pieces
from ABRSM’s Piano Exam Pieces books
and prefer to look outside for gems such as
Arne's Presto from his Sonata in A (Grade 6,
List A), an attractive, engaging and cheeky
piece of Baroque music. 

Grade 7 choices
Finally, I must mention the List C selection
at Grade 7. From the desolate anguish of
Schoenberg's Leicht, zart, the fantasy of the
Shostakovich Allegretto and the exciting
rock groove of Christopher Norton's Sturdy
Build, through to the seductive Gershwin
song Do It Again, the gorgeous Ginastera
(Danza de le moza donosa) and caustic
Prokofiev (Con vivacità) – there’s the most
delicious and exciting choice to make here.

Of course, there will be pieces you and your
students love and those you don’t. We will
always have different favourites and tastes,
but there is definitely something here
for everyone. Here is a selection of
the most varied, imaginative and
motivating pieces you could ask
for and I, for one, can’t wait to
teach them. 

Oh, and by the way, did I
mention you could also 
perform them for an 
exam if you wish? �

Anthony Williams is a pianist, teacher,
ABRSM examiner and ABRSM Piano
syllabus selector. He is co-presenting
seminars on the new Piano syllabus at our
UK conferences this year.

The new Piano syllabus is valid for 
2013 and 2014. It is available at
www.abrsm.org/exams and in booklet
form. We have also produced a range of
supporting resources available to buy at
www.abrsm.org/shop.

To comment on this article, please 
email libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

9Syllabus news
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Supporting 
brass players

www.abrsm.org

ABRSM have just launched new syllabuses for French Horn, E  Horn, Baritone / Euphonium 
and Tuba. In support of the syllabus launch, we have also published books containing 
new pieces, commissioned from some of the fi nest composers of brass music working today:

ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Music

For further information on the new brass 
syllabuses, visit www.abrsm.org/brass2013 

Principal Horn
• A single collection of 

pieces and studies, 
covering Grades 6-8.

• Score and part book 
with CD

Shining Brass
• A new series for any brass 

player, covering Grades 
1-3 and 4 & 5.

• Two part books including CDs, 
with piano accompaniments 
in B , E  and F available 
separately.

Now available from music retailers worldwide 
or www.abrsm.org/shop
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French horn music has been avoided on the
E� Horn syllabus.’

These are big changes which will bring
variety and vigour not only to exams but
also to lessons, performances and the way
students think about their music. ‘Above all,
our aim was to compile repertoire lists that
would offer as wide and varied a choice of
material as possible,’ concludes Robert. 
‘We want to allow the students’ developing
abilities to be tested and showcased, while
offering accessible, attractive and
motivational repertoire choices.’ �

Rhian Morgan is a music education
journalist and runs a media 
training company.

I’m sure brass players must occasionally
feel neglected when it comes to exams.
There are the pianists, violinists, flautists

and clarinettists spoilt for choice and able to
take their pick from lists containing a huge
variety of pieces. But the poor brass players.
Sometimes just half a dozen pieces to
choose from – and a single list to work from,
if you happen to be taking Grade 8 E� Horn.

But no more … a new and exciting ABRSM
Brass syllabus, which comes into effect in
January 2013, offers players more variety
and choice. For the first time since 2004, the
lists for Horn, E� Horn, Baritone/Euphonium
and Tuba have all been thoroughly refreshed
and expanded, bringing them into line with
the size of ABRSM’s syllabuses for other
brass, as well as woodwind, instruments.

There were extensive consultations with
teachers before decisions were made on
the new syllabuses. ‘We’ve really listened
to what brass teachers want from us,’ says
syllabus consultant Nicky Daw. ‘We’ve
taken in feedback, looked at statistics 
and extended the repertoire to include
more choice as well as developing
publications which can be used over
several grades.’

There’s a broadening of the syllabus too,
with movement into the world of brass band
music. ‘There are a lot of brass learners
who, if they perform outside the classroom
environment, tend to play in brass bands,’
explains Robert Sargant, Syllabus Manager
at ABRSM. ‘For example, on our syllabus for
Trumpet, Cornet and Flugelhorn, nearly a
quarter of candidates enter on the Cornet, a
popular brass band instrument, so when we
revised the Trumpet syllabus, along with
Trombone and Bass Trombone in 2010, we

ensured there were plenty of cornet-specific
pieces, as well as some flugelhorn ones.’

And so, for these latest syllabuses it was
equally important to include solo repertoire
from the brass band – rather than
exclusively Western classical – tradition, to
broaden the lists of pieces. But it’s not
entirely out with the old and in with the new.
Plenty on the old syllabus was deemed
worth keeping. ‘A very popular current 
piece is Lionel Bart’s Where is Love? from
Oliver!,’ says Robert. ‘It’s set at Grade 2 for
E� Horn and Tuba, and the candidate take-
up is around 45%. It’s a popular choice from
an excellent album that gets used widely, so
we felt this piece should be retained.’

Nicky Daw is a French horn player. She
chooses Richard Bissill’s My Lady Fair
(Grade 6) and John Frith’s The Pearl
(Grade 8) as her top favourites on the new
syllabus, while Reinecke’s Notturno (Grade
7), Gliere’s Concerto (Grade 8), and the York
Bowen and Trygve Madsen sonatas 
(Grade 8) are also tipped to be popular.

In selecting for the syllabuses, great care
has been taken to ensure that listed
publications can be used in a way that is
helpful to candidates and teachers. Many
books, especially for beginners, cover at
least two or three grades, and very often two
or three lists in a grade. Attention is given to
cost, keeping most titles under £12. 

The syllabus also aims to aid those
teaching cross-brass, in groups, with
certain publications set on all four
syllabuses, particularly in the early 
grades. ‘We’re also pleased that more
instrument-specific music will be featured,’
says Nicky ‘so fewer trombone titles appear
on the Baritone/Euphonium syllabus, and

WHAT’S NEW
� Shining Brass is a cross-brass series
from ABRSM covering Grades 1 to 5.

� Principal Horn is an ABRSM book of
pieces and studies for horn, to support the
new syllabus at Grades 6 to 8.

� Other important cross-brass publications
on the new syllabus are by eminent brass
composers, including Philip Sparke, Peter
Graham and Jock McKenzie, as well as
those associated with Robert and David
Childs, Gordon Higginbottom and 
Steven Mead.

� Titles from Salvationist Publishing are
used on the syllabus for the first time.

FIND OUT MORE
� The new Brass syllabuses can be used
from January 2013. 

� You can find all syllabuses at
www.abrsm.org/exams. New Brass syllabus
booklets are also available from music
shops, ABRSM representatives or directly
from ABRSM.

� You can buy Shining Brass and
Principal Horn from retailers and from
www.abrsm.org/shop.

� Nicky Daw will be presenting sessions 
on the new Brass syllabuses at ABRSM
conferences in Birmingham, London 
and Manchester. 

In July we published revised syllabuses for Horn, E� Horn,
Baritone/Euphonium and Tuba. Rhian Morgan takes a look 
at what’s new.

Best of brass
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A ll ABRSM jazz exams feature
improvisation as an integral part 
of each piece, which can be an

unfamiliar task for those not used to
providing creative input of this nature. 
To help with this process, the
improvisation sections in the pieces
feature a selection of notes in a box,
implying that the player can choose from
these notes for as many bars as
necessary, until another box comes along,
or the written material reappears.

One of the first things to bear in mind
is that the suggested notes, or scale, are
not compulsory, and the examiner will not
be marking candidates on whether they
use them or not. As long as the result is
coherent and musical, you are free to play
any note you like. In the Jazz Piano
exams, the same goes for the left-hand
accompaniment given in these sections.
As it states on the inside front cover of
every graded ABRSM Jazz Tunes book:
‘these are given solely as a starting point,
or to indicate the style.’

Identifying the scale
An important aspect of the improvisation
boxes is that they often contain scales,
arpeggios or pentatonic scales. The
teacher should always make sure these
are identified, and if possible tie them in
with the scale section of the syllabus. 

On occasions it may not be obvious
which scale is being suggested, as it
might be incomplete or start on a note
other than the root. Take a look at the
example (Figure 1) from the solo section
of Bag’s Groove (Jazz Piano Grade 1).
While the scale may at first look like a
kind of pentatonic scale on D, closer
inspection will reveal that it is in fact a
‘flat 3’ pentatonic on G, as found in the
Grade 1 Jazz Piano scales. In root position
this scale has the notes G, A, B�, D, E, but

it is given here with the notes in a different
order, starting on D.

Why has the scale been disguised in
this way? It’s not to deliberately confuse
teachers and students, but to encourage
you to avoid always starting these scales
on their root. Because the scale is to be
played over three chords (the last four
bars of a blues in G), not all the notes will
sound equally good in every bar. Playing a
G on the first beat of the D7 bar can sound
like quite a clash if the left hand plays a
D7 chord at the same time! 

This brings home the desirability of
getting to know the pentatonic scales
starting on any note, perhaps by practising
hand positions, such as the four-note
groups shown in Figure 2.

For younger students, or those with
smaller hands, similar three-note groups
can be played, starting on each note of the
scale in turn. Each hand position provides
a viable choice of notes for building your
own phrases. Being fluent with all five
positions allows you to choose a different
group of notes each time you perform the
improvisation, thereby giving your solos
more spontaneity.

Thinking about modes
The concept of starting a scale on a note
other than the root is akin to generating
modes of the major scale by going up the
white notes on the keyboard, for example:
the Dorian scale on D is like a C major
scale starting on D, the Mixolydian scale
on G is like a C major scale starting on G,
and so on.

However, it is usually more helpful to
think of the Mixolydian on G as a scale in
its own right, instead of relating it to C
major. The important thing to remember
about Mixolydian scales is that they fit
dominant 7th chords and can be formed by
flattening the 7th note of the major scale
on the same root. Figure 3 shows an
example of the Mixolydian scale on C, with
four simple phrases generated from it,
following the same rhythmic template as
the previous example.

Note how none of the examples start 
on C. In fact, the notes they finish on are
more important than where they start –

from left to right the last notes are B� (7th
of the chord), C (root), E (3rd), B� (7th
again) – all notes of the chord itself, as
defined by the chord symbol.

Top tips
Although we are using a scale to generate
our phrases, it is not necessary to always
play consecutive notes. The last thing you
need is for your improvisation to sound
like a scale exercise! Here are a few other
general points which may be useful to
implement with your students.
� Play the notes in any register, an octave

higher will often sound even better.
� Start on any note (not necessarily the 

first one given) and play the notes in 
any order.

� Go outside the box.
� Omit some of the notes, even if a whole 

scale is given, you don’t have to use 
all of it.

� Don’t be afraid to repeat notes, simple 
ideas are often good ones.

� Play the same group of notes with 
different rhythms.

� Don’t always start on the first beat of 
the bar, try starting on ‘one and’ or ‘two’.

� In a swing piece try to play some swing 
quavers – a few triplets will sound 
good too.

� Try singing the notes in the box 
before playing.

The value of singing
Singing is important, no matter how good
or bad your voice is. If you’re not hearing
phrases in your head, then even if you
follow the notes in the box it can sound
like you’re just moving your fingers
randomly. Singing the notes with your
students is an important step to help them
create phrases built on those notes. This
is particularly true with pentatonic scales
– because they only have five notes they
have a distinctive sound which is easy 
to remember.

Look out for alternatives
Finally, as the teacher, use your
knowledge to point out alternatives,
particularly if the suggested notes don’t
seem to be working. For a minor 7th

Jazz exams12

ABRSM Jazz examiner 
Tim Richards looks at ways 
to interpret the suggested 
notes boxes found in the 
Jazz syllabus pieces.

Improvisation notes
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113Jazz exams

chord, for instance, any of the suggestions
shown in Figure 4 could be possible. Try
each of these over the left hand from
Eddie Harvey’s popular Blue Autumn from
the Grade 1 Jazz Piano syllabus.

The last example, featuring an
arpeggio, reminds me of a basic tenet of
jazz improvisation that is often overlooked
in the face of the scale-based methods
given in so many books, and that is: the
most foolproof way to improvise over any
chord sequence is to play the notes of
each chord as it comes by. Always be
aware of the chord symbols! �

Tim Richards is a jazz pianist, composer,
ABRSM examiner and author of several
books on jazz, blues and Latin piano. He
also teaches short courses for piano
teachers based on the ABRSM Jazz Piano
syllabus, currently in London (November)
and Leeds (March). You can find out more
at www.timrichards.ndo.co.uk.

To comment on this article or share 
your improvisation tips, please email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk. 
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Opportunities abound for teachers to broaden and enrich
students' activities in their lessons, at the same time
enhancing the enjoyment of learning. The following

suggestions may not be first choice for all teachers, but each can
fulfil a unique and memorable role, and if at first they look daunting,
a little thought and preparation can make their inclusion a
rewarding experience for both teacher and student.

Composition
Many a young student comes to an early music lesson proudly
brandishing a composition written at home. No doubt the teacher
listens with interest and responds appropriately. But very often this
practice stops after a few weeks. Why? Why should such a basic
creative activity die just when particularly relevant skills start to
develop? This kind of creativity can be kindled, even if the teacher is
not a fluent composer.

A rewarding place to start is to analyse the structure of the early
tunes that a student is learning; for example, Old MacDonald had 
a farm starts with a two-bar melody fragment, followed by a 
two-bar answering phrase (see Figure 1). The next four bars simply
repeat the opening four bars. Bar nine (starting 'With a quack quack
here ... ') introduces the simplest counter melody – one repeated
note! This kind of analysis can help students to give a similar
structure to the tunes they write at home, helping to make
consequent compositions more rewarding 

When such well-known tunes have been learned, the teacher
can encourage students to write their own variations on them!

Improvisation
It can be a liberating experience to play without written music.
Try clapping a rhythm for the student to copy, as in one of the
ABRSM Prep Test listening games. After two or three variations,
ask the student to clap a different rhythm in response. Then add
pitch to that rhythm and an improvised melody results. Using
ABRSM’s book of Jazz Piano Quick Studies for Grade 1, students
can practise playing a two-bar phrase then devising a two-bar
answer. I have found both books useful starting points for
introducing improvisation. 

Transposition
When a student has completed an early simple tune, try playing it 
in another key. For example, Three blind mice can be transposed
from C major into G major, which is not only a very effective way 
of introducing F# , but can also serve as a teaching aid to learn 
the T - T - S - T - T - T - S structure of the major scale. 

Row, row, row your boat can be played in both C major and 
G major without any accidentals at all. Then play it starting on A 
and the student will almost naturally play it in A minor, and be able
to hear the typical minor mood created with no apparent difference
in note sequence (see Figure 2). 

Playing by ear
I think I am not the only music teacher to despair on seeing some of
the sheet music to students' favourite pop songs. Frequently they are
written out in three lines with the vocal part (tune) separated from
the accompaniment which consequently excludes the melody and is
either too easy or too hard for the student to play. Often students find
the dotted-crotchet–quaver–crotchet rhythm of the bass drum on a
pop recording difficult to replicate in a written bass line. The result is
a frustrating few weeks in which student and teacher try to make
sense of what may be in any case a fairly lacklustre arrangement. 

All too often the result is reluctant abandonment of the piece and the
selection of a replacement which may not be as musically appealing to
the student as the favourite pop song but is at least playable. Working out
an arrangement by ear is a happy medium. Recently I have found the
Adele song Someone Like You an accessible introduction, for 
Grade 2-level students, to the A major scale.

For the teacher a useful starting point to practise playing by ear 
is to analyse the chord sequences of well-known pieces – Bach's
Prelude No. 1 in C is straightforward but with very colourful chords
and Scott Joplin's Maple Leaf Rag has some interesting inversions.
Beethoven’s ‘Für Elise’ is a simple tonic–dominant–tonic chord
sequence in a minor key which is then repeated in the relative major.

Allegretto

c&
two bar melody fragment

&
two bar answering phrase
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œ œ œ œ ˙ ™ œ
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68
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Outside the box ... inside t
comfort zone

Figure 1: Old MacDonald had a farm

Figure 2: Row, row, row your boat

Richard Smith presents practical tips to fire students’ im
some fun to instrumental lessons.
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15Musicianship

Pianists often use lead sheets but they can be
equally effective for other instruments.
Clarinettists, flautists, violinists and players of 

monophonic instruments can get together and play
chords in the same way that a brass or woodwind
section might do in a band or orchestra.

Building on the basics
The importance of learning the basics should never
be overlooked and the responsible teacher will seek
to ensure that students receive a comprehensive
grounding in playing techniques, as well as music

literacy, listening skills, sight-reading/-singing and
the other necessary ingredients covered by the ABRSM
exam syllabus. However, there should always be time
for some extra fun, imagination and flair. 

If these suggestions are new, start simply. Take
each concept step-by-step, practising every idea by
itself to build confidence.
Then introduce it
into a lesson
with a

receptive
student,
perhaps
working as
equals on a
hitherto
unknown
area. Many

students
relish 

the
prospect
of working
on a par with
the teacher in this way,
discovering together a new
colour in the sonic kaleidoscope
of music. They respond
positively and creatively to
such stimuli and appreciate
the added dimension to 
their lessons! �

Richard Smith is a piano
teacher, songwriter and
member of ABRSM’s
professional development
panel. Richard will be
presenting ABRSM’s
Play by Ear workshops
in 2013. Find out more
at www.abrsm.org/cpd. 
To comment on this
article, please email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

C F C G7 G‡…‹ G7
Allegretto
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Figure 3: We shall not be moved

 the
s’ imaginations and add 

Writing out an arrangement
This can be an alternative to working out a
piece by ear and may ameliorate the frustration
of the purchased sheet music experienced above.
The printed melody line of the pop song may be what
the student plays on the violin or flute and a friend 

who plays the cello or bass may like to play the 
bottom line of the accompaniment as a bass part.

The teacher can help by writing out the two salient 
parts on manuscript paper or perhaps with the help of a musical
software package – a surprisingly quick undertaking.

Reading lead sheets
Take a look at We shall not be moved presented as a lead sheet, in
which the tune is written out in traditional notation and the
accompaniment consists of a series of chords (see Figure 3). 
The notes of the chord of G7 are the same as those for the
dominant 7th arpeggio of C major (G B D F � ).
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The piano duet repertoire is rich and
diverse, offering high quality music for
players at all levels. Exploring new

repertoire is one of the great joys of duet
playing, and I hope that as a result of
reading this short article you will be
inspired to make some new discoveries!

The earliest duets
The limited compass of early keyboards
meant it was difficult to have two players
placed in front of them, especially given the
voluminous clothing of the 16th century.
Nevertheless, the English virginalist
composers Thomas Tompkins and Nicholas
Carlton were among the first to write
keyboard duets – Tompkins’s A fancy is
probably the earliest keyboard duet to show
a real appreciation of the medium.

The Classical period
The next appearance of published duets was
not for another 100 years, with Jamelli's
Sonata, Haydn’s The teacher and the pupil
and Mozart’s little C major Sonata, K. 19d.
This last piece was probably written for the
very first keyboard duet recital. This took
place in 1765 when the nine-year old Mozart
and his sister Nannerl played together in
London on a two-manual harpsichord. With
the publication of Charles Burney’s Four
sonatas or duets for two performers of 1777,
the medium was finally put on the map. 

As the compass and sonority of keyboard
instruments increased during the 18th
century, duet playing was made more
feasible and attractive. With the growth of
music publishing and the rise of a middle
class, an environment was established that
would make composing and publishing
duets increasingly profitable. Many 
teacher-pupil duets were soon being
published, including those of J. C. Bach 
and Clementi. But one of the greatest
writers of piano duets was to outshine 
them all – Mozart.

Mozart and Schubert
Mozart used duets in his teaching and
performances throughout his life and wrote

many pieces for the medium including 
four sonatas, of which the Sonata in F, 
K. 497, is widely considered a Classical
masterpiece. After Mozart’s well-publicised
performances, the popularity of duet playing
began to grow. Fashion also played its part,
as the move away from wigs, rigid corsets
and hooped skirts to simpler attire made
duet playing easier.

Schubert was the second great Classical
composer of duets and the most prolific. He
wrote over 70 duets throughout his life
including the challenging Grand Duo in C, 
D. 812, Lebenstürme, D. 947, and Fantasie
in F minor, D. 940. He also wrote many
easier but rewarding pieces that provide
excellent teaching material – his numerous
Marches, Waltzes and Polonaises, largely
written during visits to Count Esterhazy’s
summer home, in 1818 and 1824, where he
taught the count’s two daughters.

The Romantics
As the piano evolved to become the 
pre-eminent instrument of the 19th century,
duet playing became the favourite social 
and musical pastime in every affluent living
room. It also provided an ideal opportunity for
young people to meet, at a time when such
opportunities were more limited and social
conventions entirely different from our own. 

The political and economic situation at the
start of the 19th century indirectly contributed
to the growth of the piano duet. High taxes
levied by Napoleon led wealthy families to
abandon the hiring of chamber orchestras
and to substitute the piano duet as an
alternative form of entertainment. As soon as
a new opera, symphony or chamber work
was premiered, the publishers would issue a
duet version of it for an insatiable market.

Weber’s three sets of duets are mainly
instructional but contain fine music, as do
the duets of Mendelssohn and Schumann.
Liszt was an enthusiastic duettist and often
wrote his pieces, such as the Mephisto
Waltz, in various versions: for piano solo,
duet, and orchestra. Even Chopin composed
a set of youthful variations – known today as
the Carnival of Venice.

Brahms’s duet music, however, is more
substantial and significant. His Waltzes, 
Op. 39, and Hungarian Dances, WoO1, are
well known in every sort of arrangement,
but were originally conceived for piano duet.
The Liebeslieder, Op. 52, and Neue
Liebeslieder, Op. 65, while originally being
for voices with duet accompaniment, were
also published in a version without voices.

French repertoire
Less well known are the duets of Bizet, the
first of a long line of French duet composers
including Fauré (his Dolly Suite, Op. 56,
being a perennial favourite), Debussy, Satie,
Ravel, Poulenc, Koechlin and Milhaud.
Bizet’s Jeux d’enfants, Op. 22, is a set of 12
pieces that describe children’s games and 
is well worth exploring, although technically
challenging. Pieces about childhood (rather
than for children) have a special place in 
the history of French piano music and
include Ravel’s Ma mere l’oye, which
originated as a piano duet. Ravel’s Rapsodie
espagnole also began life as a duet and in
1910 he transcribed Debussy’s Prélude à
l’après-midi d’un faune for piano duet.

The modern era
In the early 20th century the popularity of
the piano duet began to wane, the result of
social, economic and musical factors,
including the introduction of recorded music
and the rise of Modernism.

Stravinsky wrote a fiendishly difficult duet
version of his Rite of Spring, but also two sets
of duets for beginners – the 3 Easy Pieces
and 5 Easy Pieces. There are also duets by
other well-known 20th-century composers,
such as Hindemith, Percy Grainger (including
Country Gardens) and George Crumb, as well
as less familiar ones such as Ernst Toch,
Arnold Van Wyk and Casella. 

There is also an English tradition of duet
writing. Walton’s two volumes of Duets for
Children are easy enough for talented
students around Grade 5 and there are
many examples of fine duets by composers
such as Warlock (including the Capriol
Suite), Lambert, Rawsthorne and 

Piano duets16

A history in four hands
In the third of his series of articles on piano duets Nigel Scaife, ABRSM’s Syllabus Director, 
explores the history of the form and how the repertoire has evolved.
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lesser-known figures, such as Lord
Berners, Percy Young and York Bowen. More
recently, Thea Musgrave, Richard Rodney
Bennett, Edward Gregson and Kenneth
Leighton have all written for piano duet.

Teaching material
We now have many specifically educational
duet books to choose from including
Christopher Norton's Microjazz, Martha
Mier's Jazz, Rags & Blues, Pauline Hall's
Duets with a Difference, Mike Cornick's
Clever Cat, and Pam Wedgwood's After
Hours. Some contain teacher-student 
duets alongside student-student ones 
and all provide resources to support
students with stimulating and challenging

repertoire that will motivate and instil a love
of making music with others.

Finale
Playing duets has significant value in
developing musicianship skills for pianists,
so why not introduce more duets to your
students, put a few duets into your students’
concerts, prepare them for a duet exam, or
explore the repertoire yourself with another
teacher? After all, playing duets has to be
one of the most enjoyable and rewarding
ways to make music! �

Do you have any favourite piano duets?
Send your recommendations to
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

17Piano duets

SPECTRUM FOR PIANO DUET
Spectrum for Piano Duet is the ninth
publication in our Spectrum series of
contemporary albums for players of all ages.
This volume of newly-commissioned piano
duets features 21 pieces ranging in difficulty
from Grade 3 to diploma level.

Leslie East, ABRSM’s Executive Director,
Syllabus and Publishing, sees the book as
an ideal introduction to contemporary music.
‘Playing piano duets is one of the best ways
to discover new music,’ comments Leslie.
‘With the new music of today, there are often
no recordings and the music is not often
suitable for the beginner or developing
performer. This new volume provides a way
in to a range of styles, at a variety of
technical levels, so that student and teacher
or student and student can discover the rich
landscape of today's music.’

Pianist and teacher Thalia Myers created the
Spectrum concept and has been closely
involved in the commissioning of the series.
In introducing Spectrum for Piano Duet
Thalia describes ‘a feast of chamber music’
offering the ‘delights of shared music-
making’ and ‘riches of a different order’. 
This reflects our aim to extend, broaden 
and invigorate the piano duet repertoire
while also inspiring teachers and 
students to explore the world of
contemporary music.

Spectrum for Piano Duet, with CD, will be
available in October from retailers worldwide
and from www.abrsm.org/shop.
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Choosing new pieces is always exciting,
rather like setting out on a journey to
somewhere you haven’t been before.

As a teacher you are presented with an
opportunity to match your students’ skills
and preferences to the right music for 
them, while also making use of your
teacherly expertise to ensure the right
degree of ‘stretch and challenge’ – as 
they say in schools! 

In fact, the choice of piece is only the
first in an almost never-ending series of
choices which become the learning
journey. A whole range of decisions –
conscious and subconscious – will
need to be made in order for the
developing musician to arrive at
their destination, in this case, the
exam performance. Tempo, touch,
fingering, phrasing, pedalling ... the
list of choices goes on, so perhaps it
would be helpful here to talk about
how the decision-making process
might be approached.

It is crucial to note that there is no
‘ABRSM way’ of playing any of our exam
pieces, although of course there is an
‘ABRSM way’ of assessing how they are
played. This is by considering the overall
musical outcome – in effect, the cumulative
result of all the various musical and technical
decisions that will have been made in
preparing the performance. For example, 
in ABRSM exams, examiners don’t mark
fingering, but we do comment on and
evaluate its effects, such as evenness of 
tone or regularity of delivery, which are so
often partly the result of fingering choices.
Examiners are listening and looking for 
the degree of skill a candidate shows in
controlling the various elements of musical
performance, which develop gradually during
their learning and practice prior to the exam. 

As musicians we are often presented with
a range of authoritative sources, and it can
be a puzzle to establish what the ‘truth’
about each piece really is. In the case of the
new Piano syllabus we have the printed
scores, ABRSM recordings and the Teaching
Notes on Piano Exam Pieces, and in fact,
there is ‘truth’ in all these sources. 

Each presents a different perspective on the
same thing; the scores being a notated
record of what was written by the composer
and later published in our edition, the
recordings presenting realised performances
of the music, and the Teaching Notes adding

various ideas relating to interpretation.
There may well be differences between what
the scores imply, what the recordings
present and what the Teaching Notes
recommend – but in reality they do not so
much contradict as complement each other.

That’s the excitement of every musical
journey – there will always be a variety of
routes to a successful musical result, and
our examiners do not assess candidates
according to any particular one; instead they

judge the combined effectiveness of the
various musical performance decisions you
and your student have made, taken as a
whole. This means that every candidate can
play to their strengths, not only in their
particular choice of pieces, but also in the
way that they interpret them. For example,
there is a range of tempos at which any
given piece can successfully be played. For
some pieces this is wider than for others,

but even where a metronome mark is
given, there is usually room for some

flexibility of approach. The examiner
will not be assessing the speed of
playing absolutely or in isolation, 
but rather in conjunction with other
elements of performance, such 
as note accuracy and rhythmic
character. The right tempo choice
for each student is best determined

as part of a comfortable balance
between this and other elements, 

so that one element is not sacrificed 
to another; precision sacrificed to 

speed, for example. 
Between them, the various ABRSM

publications and resources are intended to
open a variety of doorways to interpretation.
Although these are the result of
considerable research, drawn from
contributors with a wealth of experience,
none of our resources can portray and
communicate everything within the music.
We would like to encourage you to inspire
your students to play with creativity and
individuality, leading them to achieve
successful performances that suit and
reflect their particular skills, strengths and
enthusiasms. In effect, there needs to be a
collaborative partnership between you and
each of your students, as they learn how
best to portray the composer’s musical
ideas in their own personal way. �

This is an edited extract from the
introduction to ABRSM’s Teaching Notes on
Piano Exam Pieces, 2013 & 2014, available
from retailers and www.abrsm.org/shop.

To comment on this article, please email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

19Graded music exams

Routes to success
As with all music, there is no single correct way to learn or play an ABRSM exam piece.
Instead it’s all about making choices, as John Holmes, ABRSM’s Chief Examiner, explains.

‘It’s crucial to note that
there is no ‘ABRSM

way’ of playing any of
our exam pieces’
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Website: www.epta-uk.org            Tel: 08456 581 054

• Legal expenses cover for employment 
disputes & for bodily injury or death

• Public liability and IR investigation insurance
• Over 30 regional centres organising regular events
• 24-hour legal helpline
• Piano Professional magazine
• Annual piano & composers competitions
• Practical Piano Teaching Course for new & experienced teachers
• Scholarships & bursaries
• National & international events in 42 EPTA countries

EPTA UK

Enquiries to The Administrator, 
6 Ripley Close, 
Hazel Grove, Stockport, 
Cheshire SK7 6EX

European Piano Teachers Association (UK) Ltd

Inspiring all piano
teachers, performers

and enthusiasts

New Members- join now forhalf price!
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21Working with music

My interest in music
therapy began when I
was just 16 years old.

Following a degree in music,
however, my love of teaching led
me to train as a secondary
school teacher. In 2002 I started
my first job as a music and
drama teacher in a school in
Essex, while still keeping up my
instrumental teaching work. 

Beginnings
After three years I had developed
an interest in the pastoral side of
teaching – working with students
to ensure that they achieved their
full potential. I had also acquired
a wider knowledge of what might
prevent this. This motivated me
to look towards music therapy
again and how music can be
used to promote change and
growth within individuals. 

A change of direction
In 2005, I made a career shift and

gravitated towards a music
therapy course where I could
marry my teaching skills with a
love of helping others through
being creative together.

I had always worried about
the performance aspect of
auditioning for music therapy
courses but realised it was only
my lack of confidence that was
holding me back. I was drawn to
the music-centred emphasis that
Nordoff Robbins offered but 
also felt that the course was
well-rounded and suited my
aspirations. So, I applied,
auditioned and got through to a
panel interview which ultimately
led to a place on the course. 
I have now been practising 
as a music therapist for more
than five years.

About music therapy
Music therapy uses music in a
creative way to help engage
people with the world around

them. It can be hugely effective
in assisting people who are
isolated or limited by their
condition as a result of
cognitive, emotional,
physiological or social
difficulties. When music 
reaches these people, it can be
tremendously powerful. It can
literally transform lives. Music
therapy helps people in so 
many different ways. For 
some it has physical benefits,
for others emotional or social 
ones. It encourages people to 
be more motivated, social and 
self-confident and gives them
the opportunity to enter into 
a shared and creative
relationship. 

Practicalities
I work with children and adults
in a range of settings, which
provides a wonderfully varied
work pattern. Music therapy
work often involves playing
different instruments, but it can
also incorporate singing,
listening and movement. As a
therapist, it is my responsibility
to give meaning and purpose to
the music created – often
through improvisation.
Experiences can range from
traditional one-to-one sessions,
to groups, and performances. 

All newly-qualified Nordoff
Robbins music therapists are
trained, to Masters degree level,
to become skilled in using music
to help all kinds of people, in all
kinds of places. The profession is
regulated in the UK by the
Health Professions Council and
is represented by the British
Association for Music Therapy.

An incredible journey
Personally, music therapy allows
me to take the aspects of
teaching that I love – the making
and sharing of music – and
marry them up with therapeutic
insight into the way we as
individuals develop throughout
our lives. I would encourage
anyone with an interest in this
field to consider applying for a

course – and to have a go. I
never thought I would have the
privilege to train with Nordoff
Robbins, but here I am. Recently,
I have been able to continue my
academic interests as a tutor on
the Nordoff Robbins Master of
Music Therapy course. I have
come full circle, from student
back to teacher. It’s been such
an incredible journey of 
self-discovery, allowing me to
merge all the things that I love
most. Music is my life and 
music therapy is the ideal 
career combination.

Nordoff Robbins courses
In September 2011, 21 students
joined a new Nordoff Robbins
national training programme –
the Master of Music Therapy
(Nordoff Robbins): Music, Health,
Society – validated by City
University London. This two-year
course was designed to make
music therapy training as
accessible and flexible as
possible. Now, up to 12 students
each year can train at sites in
London (the Nordoff Robbins
Centre) and Manchester 
(the Royal Northern College 
of Music). 

The programme gives
students a practical and
academic training that provides
up-to-date preparation for
today’s music therapy profession
in health, education and social
care contexts. Nordoff Robbins
also runs a PhD programme and
a range of short courses and
practical workshops. �

Alison Hornblower is a Senior
Music Therapist for Nordoff
Robbins South West.

Nordoff Robbins is national
specialist music charity,
delivering music therapy to a
broad range of people in a broad
range of places including schools,
hospitals, care homes and
prisons across the UK. Their aim
is simple – to transform lives
through music. To find out more,
visit www.nordoff-robbins.org.uk.

Alison Hornblower shares her experience as a teacher
who turned her passion for music therapy into a career,
with the help of UK charity Nordoff Robbins.

Music 
therapy 
and me
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was to start woodwind, brass,
lower strings and percussion from
the age of 11 (only upper strings
were taught in primary schools).
From about 1990, the starting 
age gradually lowered, and more
recently I have found myself
teaching children in Year 3, the
same age as Jonathan's son.

Jonathan is pleased to have the
myth of starting the horn too
early ‘debunked’, and I am glad
his son is progressing well. His
son's grandfather was none other
than Norman Del Mar, arguably
the world's greatest horn player!
Hopefully Norman's grandson will
inherit his aptitude for the
instrument, and will, of course,
have supportive and musically
expert parents to encourage him.

There is, however, another world
where families have little musical
expertise. In my experience,
children from these backgrounds,
who start at the age of seven or
eight, are often ill-equipped to
devote themselves to learning an
instrument. Even with natural
ability, it's likely these young
children will indeed ‘have a go’,
reach no discernible standard,
give up, and move on to the next
activity. However, these same
children, if given the chance to
learn when they are ready (11
seems a reasonable compromise)
are likely to make the same
amount of progress in six months
that they would have achieved in
three years had they started at
age eight. 
ROBERT PARKER

Inbox is the place to share your
views and feedback on Libretto,
ABRSM and music education in
general. We want to find out what
readers think on a range of music
education topics, from exam tips
and experiences to ideas on
teaching, resources and
professional development. 
Please get in touch!

In praise of playing from memory
Carole Jenner-Timms’ helpful
article on 'Preparing for
performance' [Libretto 2012: 2]
touched on the value of playing
from memory. While she
encouraged it as a means of
improving presentation, 
musical understanding and
communication, she warned
against students being 'pushed
into memorising before they 
are ready'. When I was taking
performance workshops at
Huddersfield University, I
regularly told my students that
they 'must be able to play or sing
from memory in their exams'. 
This was, of course, greeted with a
mixture of shock and horror until
I made it clear that while they

must be able to, they didn't have
to! There is a middle way.

If students are shown how to
learn to play from memory, using
the various techniques Carole
Jenner-Timms implies –
visualising notation and finger-
patterns on the instrument,
playing by ear, microscopic
analysis, at and away from the
instrument, and simply training
fingers to move automatically –
as they practise they can focus
intently on the sound of the
music itself rather than its
printed symbols. For run-throughs
and the exam itself, they can
place the stand within sight and
refer to the score if they sense any
doubt about what comes next.
The improvement in presentation
and communication is immense.

During my many years as an
ABRSM examiner, I always sensed
a special depth of musical
involvement, understanding and
above all communication from
performers who, while reassured
by the nearby 'dots', were not
dependent on reading them.

GEORGE PRATT

The age-old debate
The Libretto 2012:2 letters page
brought together the crucial
factors for playing an instrument
successfully – what instrument,
when and how to learn. Jonathan
Del Mar wrote of the doom
mongers who told him not to 
allow his seven-year-old son to
start the horn before his adult
teeth were in place, and Kathryn
Bright exhorted teachers to let
children ‘have a go’ on ‘any
instrument’ even if bad 
habits develop.

My first instrument is the horn
and I have been a brass teacher
for more than 30 years. For 10
years, my Music Service's policy

Your views22

Write to Lucy North, Editor, 
Libretto, with your views. Email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk or send letters 
to Lucy North, Libretto, ABRSM, 
24 Portland Place, London W1B 1LU,
UK. Letters and emails may be edited 
for publication.

INBOX
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A supportive and connected environment 
Our strong network of links with schools 

and arts organisations ensures real 

life work experience. You will also be 

assigned a personal mentor - a specialist 

teacher of your instrument/voice.

Performance opportunities
Gain valuable performance training through our 

wide variety of ensembles, masterclasses and 

workshops as well as 60 hours of first study tuition. 

A programme unique in the UK
Our MMus in Performance and Pedagogy, the only 

postgraduate course of its kind in the UK, allows 

you to focus equally on performance skills and 

teaching techniques, equipping you with the range 

of transferable skills needed by a musician today.

BIRMINGHAM
CONSERVATOIRE

MMus Performance and Pedagogy
Preparing you for a portfolio career

Applications now being accepted for full-time (two years) 

and part-time (three years) formats.

T: 0121 331 5901 E: conservatoire.admissions@bcu.ac.uk

www.bcu.ac.uk/conservatoire
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